For the differential equation y(")= f(z,y), we state a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution (i) on a semi-infinite interval for a k-point right focal boundary value problem and (it) on (-x,c) for a (n-1}-point right focal boundary value problem. The conditions are in terms of the existence of a pair of solutions u(z), v(z) satisfying some auxiliary boundary conditions and algebraic inequatilities.
INTRODUC'TION
Let n be a fLxed positive integer greater than 1, k, n(1),...,n(k) be arbitrary but f'txed integers satisfying 1 < k <_ n, n(1) >_ 2, 1 <_ n(r) <_ n-1, r = 2,...,k, n(1) + + n(k) = n, and Zl <"-<:k be arbitrary real numbers. Define s(0)=0 and s(r)=n(1)+...+n(r) for r= 1,..., k.
In this paper we obtain in Theorems 2.3 and 3.1 necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution (i) on the interval (-cx, :1] of the k-point right focal boundary value problem (BVP) (1.1), (1.2) with (r, i) - (1, 0) and (it) on the interval (-c,x) leived: October, 1991 A.
f is continuous on R2.
UR.
Solutions of n-point right focal BVPs, if they exist, are unique; that is, if y(x), z(x) are solutions of the BVP (1.1), (1.2) with z x <... < xk and k = n then y(x)= z(x) on [a,l-U.
Solutions of initial value problems (IVPs) are unique.
E.
All solutions of (1.1) exist on (-co, oo).
All solutions of (1.1) exist on (-co, c), where -co < c < co is a constant depending on the solution.
Some existence theorems on infinite intervals for conjugate BVPs have been proved for the cases n = 2 and 3 in [5, 6] and for arbitrary n in [7] . However, existence theorems on infinite intervals for focal BVPs do not seem to be included in the literature so far.
AN EXISTENCE TtIEOtM FOR. SEMI-INFITE INTERVALS
We first prove the following lemma which is useful in the proofs of our main theorems. Lemma 2.1: Assume the hypotheses A, UR, and E hold. Let , m be arbitrary but fixed integers with 1 < e <_ k, s(e-1) < m < s(e), and (e,m) (1,0). Suppose u(x), v(x) are distinct solutions of the BVP (1.1), (1.2) with (r,i) 5 (1, 0) , (e,m) and satisfying U(Xo)= V(Xo)
w'Cx) 0 for x 0 <_ ;g < ;gl, w(z) 0 for x 0 < g <_ x 1.
(ii) w(S(r-1))(gg) 0 for ggr-1 <-;g < get, w(s(r-1)-1)(g) 0 for gr-1 < ;g <-'r, r = 2,...,e-1.
(iii) w ('(e-x))(z) 0 lot e_ < < e, w(")(z) o for :e < : < :e" If w'(x')= 0 for some z',z 0 _< z'_< z 1 then using the BCs (1.2), successive
Now w'(x) #-0 for z 0 < z < z x implies w(z) # 0 for z 0 < z < a: x.
applications of Rolle's theorem to w',...,w (m-1) on appropriate subintervals of [x',xe] and the theorem in [3] result in the contradiction w 0. Thus the first inequality in (i) holds.
The proofs for (ii) and (iii) are similar.
We also need the following lemma due to Kolmogorov [4] ttence for x < x < z2, we again by Taylor's theorem
Thus Sgn g(S(2))(x2)= (-1) s(2) and consequently by Lemma 2.1 (ii) Sgn g(S(2))(x)= (-1) (2) for z 2 < z < ;v 3. Continuing this argument through the intervals Ix2, z3] [ze_ 1' ze] we obtain Sgn g(S(r))(xr) = (-1) s(r), r = 1,...,/-1 and, by Lemma 2.1 (iii), Sgrl g(s(. Next we claim that vj(z) < u(z) for z I j <_ z < z x. If vj(z') = u(z') holds for some X 1 --j < Z' < Z 1 then v(z') > u'(z'). However v(x') u'(z') by Lemma 2.1 (i). have by Taylor's theorem
Hence for x' < z < Xl, we
Thus, Sgn h(S(1))(xx) = (-1) a(1)-1. Continuing the arguments as in the case of (vj-v) in the earlier part of the proof we obtain, for z e_ 1 < z < xe,
,-,, x. (,) ),-,, Thus, (-1) j (ze) > (-1 -lu(m)(ze) a contradiction to the inequality (2.1) and hence the claim is true.
Furthermore, since vj(x) are solutions of equation (1.1), it follows by hypothesis UR and the theorem in [3] that for each j = 1,2,..., v(z) < vj(x) < vj + l(X) < u(x) on IxI -j, zl]. In this section we assume the additional hypothesis UL, Solutions of n-point left focal BVPs, if they exist, are unique; that is, if y(z), z(x) are solutions of the SYP (1.1), (1.2) with xk < < Xl and k = n then y(z)= z(x) on [,] . In the sufficiency part, the sottio () satisfies u(z) >_ V(z) >_ v(;r) on (-oo, oo This is obvious since we can choose u(z) = v(z) = y(z).
Sumciencv; If (-1)myra = (-1)mU(m)(Zl) (or (--1)mv(m)(zl)) we can choose y(z) = u(z) (or v(z) ) and there is nothing to prove.
Suppose the inequality (--1)mu(m)(Zl) < (-1)myra < (--1)mv(m)(Zl) (3.1) holds. Then we have u(z)> v(z) on (-,z) [z-j,z] . Similarly, for each j 1 we can obtain a solution uj(z) of (1.1), (1.3) with i 0 and y(x j) = u(z t j) with the property that uj + (z) Moreover, by the hypothesis UR and the theorem of [3] it follows that for each j, vj(z) < uj(z) on [z j, zt). Thus we have for each j 1, v(z) < vj(z) < vj + t(z) < uj + t(z) < uj(z) < u() on [z-j,z) . Now since uj(z), v/(z) are solutions of equation (1.1) it follows by Lemma 2.1 and Kamke's convergence theorem .1 4, 1] that there ests subsequenc of {uj(z)}, called again {uj(z)}, {vj(z)} such tha uj(z)--Uo(Z), vj(z)--Vo(Z ) uniformly on compt subintervals of (-,z); consequently Uo(Z),Vo(Z are solutions of the BVP (1.1), (1.3) with i 0 satisfying v(z) Vo(Z u0(z u(z) on (-,z] . Similarly, using the hypothesis UL, the rults analogous to the theorem in [3] , theorem 3 of [2], and Lemma 2.1 for left focM BVPs, we c obtain a pair of solutions w0(z), z0(z of ( 1.1) 
